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My dearest Jane, 

 

I’d firstly love to express my gratitude, and what an honour to do this for you at this time. May this 

serve you highly and truly.  

I bridge a stream of connection and lightness of mutual highest knowing between our hearts during 

this time and space.  

 

I trust that you find the points below provide clarity and insight into the areas and influences which 

primarily affect you, and that you receive this openly, with knowledge of its complete service to your 

highest good, always;  

 

I usually begin with the current state of your bio-field (energetic, emotional and mental bodies), in 

order to give us a scope of some undercurrents that may be affecting you and your daily life and 

thought/functioning - as your vessel here as ‘Jane’. 

This is something that can change day to day, yet, the deeper fields will show us a bit more 

understanding of any of your deep seated patterns, embedded quantum beliefs, which may be 

affecting your progress/divine alignment in various areas of life - career, purpose, personal and 

relational.  

 

On that note – what came up firstly was your Solar Plexus, Heart and Sacral Centres (Which I will 

address in a moment)  

Although, your HEART Centre (The chest/breastbone/heart area)) came through as a main factor of 

your ‘pure essence’. This is something very intrinsic to you, as ‘Jane’ in this embodiment. What I 

mean by this, is something you came in with, before any exposure or imprinting of limiting beliefs, 

behaviours and reality constructs given to your body/quantum existence by your external world. 

So this Heart space, dominant energy centre of yours, is something very much integral to your path, 

alignment and way in the world as ‘Jane”.  

Each person has a dominant energetic centre within them naturally, as they came in, which is most 

aligned to their embodiment here within the world. It needs to be honed, expanded and 

continuously cleared, energised and used in order to fully step into your highest potential and 

embodiment here for your way forward. 

Many people, after years of old subconscious beliefs and cellular memories solidifying, don’t have 

as much clarity and activity within their most dominant/essence aligned centre – simply due to old 

experiences, constructs, behaviours and patterns which the subconscious body has learned to 

function on and has held onto on a cellular quantum level.  
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I feel that it’s important for me to tell you this first and foremost, in order to give you a grasp of 

what is purely aligned with you, compared to the old Jane Blueprint of limiting constructs which 

your body may be functioning on, which are not yours.  

Let’s look at the limitations and blocks that have settled in the back of your subconscious body and 

cellular memory.  

 

The fact that your Heart is your innately dominant centre, means your inherent functioning here as 

Divine Jane, centres around your divine role as a beaming pillar with deeply revered sense of self 

knowledge, self-awareness and radiant strength towards your unique vessel and path here on 

Earth. The HEART, being the seat of the self, self-worth, self-value, the space of self-confidence, 

essence, self-awareness and the identification towards your true essence as ‘Jane’, requires you to 

live a life aligned in being the shining example to others of what this means to be embodied in 

form.  

It’s uniquely yours.  

You are uniquely structured this way, as a gateway into your path as Jane here in this life.  

This has everything to do with pure alignment to this area of yours, not just as the characteristics 

and actions, feelings… but as your true path, the path which allows you to become ever more 

aligned to your birth rights of total nourishment, bounty, joy, bliss and self-sustenance with your 

world around you. 

 

Now, knowing this, it’s time to get into what came up around your Solar Plexus and is hindering this 

deep and transcendent alignment in all areas of life; 

As I tapped in, The Sacral and Solar Plexus came forward first – both inflamed and murky looking, 

with old wounds which appear as dense masses in various places. 

The areas were asking to be shown as they have come to be, through years of living and 

experiencing. This is how they are currently existing, with the residual effects; 

 

Both the Sacral and Solar Plexus were very agitated and wounded with old quantum residual and 

cellular responses. They were both dull and mostly murky red in colour, which I always think of as 

‘inflamed’ in the quantum sense. 

Regardless of health, practice and clearing on some levels, the cellular quantum field here, is still 

affected by something which it has experienced.  

The information that came up was around your sense of self-esteem and true self 

nourishment/value. THE SHINING PILLAR YOU NATURALLY ARE DESIGNED TO BE.  

Two MATERNAL type figures came up (which is likely from childhood and adolescence, for little 

Jane). The two females may be your mother/step mother and an aunt. ANY older/maternal figures 

that were existing within your reality at an earlier stage; 

It seemed as though many experiences and occurrences are still solidified within these areas, due 

to lack of self-value and not being shown deep recognition and true worth towards you. 

Your body feels as though this is still a reality and is still playing the same vibrational loop, as your 

cells multiply and renew – with the same information and emotions settled into the memory within.  

 

This, being your absolute largest quantum density and mass, has become your greatest gift; 

because it is precisely the action of finally moving through this and releasing it on every level, that 

you will be fully able and aligned to step into being the pillar which you are designed to stand as 

for others – in a beaming and golden, radiant purpose. This is not irony – it is divine planning! 

I’d so love to talk more about this with you, as far as your deep purpose and alignment goes. This 

is a big one for you!  



 

 

Now, the Sacral that came forward: 

The Sacral (lower abdomen/below navel)  

Visually and energetically, there is a lot of old residual coagulation of energy here. It felt inflamed 

and hurt. 

This feels very old, in the time it’s come to be this way.  

The Sacral is your creation centre – you birth things into being from this place. You literally create 

from here – whether it is a project or a painting, a course or a letter. This is your centre of 

expansive ideas and growth, and your ability to birth them into the world of form. 

This is HUGELY important for us, as without this functioning optimally, what we start professionally 

and personally will fall through and disappear before it’s come to fruition,  or it would not come 

through into form in the most aligned way.  

Due to there being density here from many years back and back,  

It brought forward that, your body decided to hold this due to  

1) Your creation and creativity not being VALUED as a child 

2) You don’t trust your ability to LEAD/stand as a pillar/example, but would rather 

FOLLOW/Seek 

3) Would rather not risk judgement of yourself 

 

 

The words and old beliefs in the subconscious tissue of the body for this factor of the stored masses 

around the Sacral and Solar Plexus come up as: 

“I am not safe without protection.” 

“I am not worth recognition.” 

“I am not valued as I am.” 

“I am not as important as others.” 

“It is not safe to embody my SELF.” 

“I need protection.” 

“I am not a leader. Leading is not safe/open to judgement.” 

“My voice does not matter.” 

“I am not worth listening to.” 

“My story does not matter.” 

“Playing small is safe.” 

“My value only lies in watching/listening.” 

 

The big question here was VALUE of yourself and what you birth into the world AUTHENTICALLY 

aligned as your ESSENCE YOU. THE OTHER HUGE fACTOR IS: YOUR MESSAGE.  

You are here to embody and SHARE your message.  

Jane – YOU ARE BORN TO TEACH. 

Your gift is ready, and it’s time to dig it up.  

 

Now, those listed old beliefs may seem very harsh, absolute and of course limiting in many ways – it 

may seem dramatic even, yet… what we are looking at is the way your primal body interpreted 

reality as simply as it could, to formulate constructs, behaviours and safety mechanisms as to how 

to move within the world and in reality. 



It was only doing the best is could, at keeping you safe and familiar with safety. When the body 

experiences something of discomfort, something unpleasant, it will react by setting up a construct 

for reality that does not allow you to experience it again. Its only job is to keep you safe.  

(EG) For instance, if the body experienced abandonment, which was a discomfort to the body and 

feelings, the body will make a primal vow to avoid true closeness, dependency, human expectation 

or something which risks feeling that loss or aloneness again. It figures for your own preserving, that 

it is the best way to function – hence, developing limiting and old constructs and behaviours.  

 

Although we know the obsolete beliefs and constructs/sentences above are not true consciously – it 

is still true to your body, as the body is your 95% subconscious library. It is your backseat driver 

and the force which allows you your patterns, and your waking reality at large.  

 

This is where we look at how it’s affected you; 

 

Having these old underlying mechanisms within your being, would manifest as the following: 

- Not taking risks, playing it safe (work, career, life relations, etc) 

- Staying in the ‘background’ 

- Feeling down on yourself 

- Fluctuating/excess Weight (due to protection) 

- Expecting others to judge you 

- Not fully expressing your capability  

- Saying no to potential opportunities for expansion and new directions 

- Cutting yourself off from being fully seen/recognised 

- Experiencing financial lack/just enough 

- And so much more 

 

I hope this is making a world of sense with as much as these words could possibly contain in such a 

short space.  

In truth, I always feel like I need time to write a full length book for most, but my hope is that this 

begins your seeds of integration and release. 

 

Before I close with more of what is truly aligned to ‘Tina’ naturally, there is another factor within 

you: 

YOUR HEART CENTRE also came up as I mentioned.  

Although this held a sense of grief within it, possibly loss of what feels like a male presence. 

BUT BENEATH THAT, YOUR ALIGNED HEART SPACE AS JANE: 

This one is a deep conscious awareness for yourself and the collective. It is a silent and abstract, 

expansive feeling within you, which you feel a thousand fold deeper than most. Your sensitivity, 

empathy, coupled with your deep natural resonance with connection and storytelling, as well as 

the greater view of humanity, is something which needs to be aligned and expanded to full 

volume, for your way ahead.  

This is why, removing these old constructs is SO important, as it gently keeps you from embodying 

your larger role here, especially in work/purpose/path/business.  

I see you as a teacher/guide in many ways.  

Yet – with the old constructs which lay within your cellular memory in the one area, are keeping that 

at bay, remaining in a state of smaller than needed, half measures and prevention.. rather than a 

life of CREATION.  

 



Life is calling you home to YOU. Earth is calling you HOME… to EMBODY and speak your message 

and teach. 

 

You choose from here… what story to tell your body, what truths to tell it.  

This is what Blueprint Therapy is all about. 

 I could expand on this for you until dawn, and would still only scratch the surface. 

 

I hope this has made sense and that you feel resonant with your deep truth from here forwards, bit 

by bit…Freeing yourself completely. 

 

I am always willing to open this gateway for you to come home to that powerful space within 

Jane. 

 

It’s what the journey is all about – to embody your highest energy while co-creating your deeply 

nourishing life.  

We need the complete, true ‘Essence Jane’!  

Feel free to message and connect, and when you feel like you are 110% ready to step into that 

truest paradigm of your embodiment here as ‘Jane’, I’d love to have you for your own 30 DAY 

JOURNEY.  

All of my love, Isabelle. 
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“…in my experience, this is the most rapid and real course I’ve 

come across in spiritual communities around the planet.  

Isabelle has spent years piecing together the active ingredients to 

lead one through from illusion into natural sovereignty in every 

way.  

Literally, just being in contact with her (we’ve never met in person) 

shifted my perception immediately. 

 

 It’s not something you can block... the effect of her, the teachings 

and the activations.. When you say yes to the sovereign journey 

with her, that’s it.  

 

This course has changed both mine and my partner’s life in every 

way.  

I pray that each person ready to step into REAL freedom, finds this 

course. I am and always will be grateful to 

Isabelle… 

Unlike other teachers I’ve had and courses 

I’ve been on – she is humble, yet strong.  

 

Other routes usually gave me a sense of 

looking for more afterwards.. but this gave 

me my own rememberance back and that 

has filled every part of my life. No more 

seeking..chasing.  Her information is 

integrated and pure. It’s nothing short of a 

miracle…” 
 Linda, (UK) 2016 
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